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Australia’s #1 Small Business Author and speaker

ANDREW GRIFFITHS - Australia’s
#1 Small Business Author

From humble beginnings growing up as an orphan to innovative entrepreneur,
global speaker and international bestselling author, Andrew Griffiths is a
powerful inspiration to business owners and entrepreneurs around the world.
His passion is future proofing and he brings his own unique and entertaining
style to this very big and very relevant topic.
Andrew Griffiths is best described as an entrepreneurial
futurist - in other words he specialises in future proofing
businesses across virtually every industry and in every corner
of the planet. With 13 bestselling books sold in 65 countries
(and he has just released his 14th book) and a client base
that includes organisations such as the European Union, CBS,
Hewlett Packard, Hertz and Telstra, to mention just a few of the
500 organisations he has worked with, he is clearly sought after
to provide advice and wisdom for the smallest of businesses to
the largest of organisations.

Described by many as the big man with the big heart, Andrew
is on a mission to share the entrepreneurial rites of passage
that he has learned to help others set themselves apart from
the crowd and to stay relevant with their customers for a
lifetime. In a world where simply keeping up is proving the
greatest challenge, hearing about what is happening with
both the big business world and the small business world,
from someone with 35 years of entrepreneurial experience,
is hugely beneficial.

Andrew is able to share his observations, experiences and
research from around to world to identify the exact steps
any organisation needs to take to become future proof. And
he delivers his advice in a down to earth, simple and often
hilarious way. Andrew has been a commentator on all things
business for many years for organisations including INC, CBS,
Newscorp and Flying Solo. He has created thousands of sharp,
relevant and insightful articles, videos and podcast episodes
as well as being interviewed hundreds of times by various
media around the world.
Andrew’s advice is a combination of street smart wisdom,
practical concepts and productive triggers, derived from
the hard learned lessons with his own trial and error, as
well as years of close observation and identification of the
characteristics shared by both the really successful and the
really unsuccessful. Andrew started his business world at
the age of 18 as a commercial diver, he taught bush survival
skills in the outback of Western Australia, ran his own travel
business, his own SCUBA school, an advertising business and
most recently a marketing consultancy.
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ANDREW’S EXPERIENCE SHINES THROUGH ON ANY STAGE
IT’S ABOUT CREATING LASTING
IMPACT WITH ANY AUDIENCE

NOT ONLY A SAFE ENGAGEMENT
BUT ALSO A WISE ONE

As a keynote presenter, Andrew’s authenticity is one of his
greatest assets. He has the rare ability to hold a mirror up
to people and show them the metaphoric parsley stuck
in their teeth, with unapologetic honesty and a quick
wit. Andrew imparts wisdom generously but with clear
expectations – he doesn’t just want to leave a warm and
fuzzy lasting impression on his audience, he wants to have
a lasting impact on the way they choose to live, work and
do business as a result of the information he shares and the
stories he tells.

Thoroughly engaging, a masterful speaker with decades
of experience on stages around the world, and one of the
leading entrepreneurial speakers in Australia, Andrew
is the man that over 500 organisations, in 25 countries,
have trusted to help inspire, challenge and engage their
audiences. At the same time he is extraordinarily easy to
work with and the consummate professional in all that
he does. Voted the best speaker at events time and time
again, booking Andrew for your next event is not only a safe
engagement, but also a wise one.

Andrew’s advice is a combination of street smart wisdom,
practical concepts and productive triggers, derived from
the hard learned lessons with his own trial and error, as
well as years of close observation and identification of the
characteristics shared by both the really successful and the
really unsuccessful.
Andrew is considered one of the greatest storytellers in
the speaker profession. He has an endless bank of his own
personal experiences to share with audiences as well as
countless anecdotes and observations. Andrew delivers
these in energetic storytelling mode that help impart
meaningful and significant lessons to any audience.
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Andrew Griffiths is officially
Australia’s #1 Small Business Author
with 14 Bestselling Books Sold in over 65 countries
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750 presentations across 25 countries globally for over 500 organisations

ANDREW’S CURRENT SPEAKER TOPICS
Andrew is clearly highly experienced and knowledgeable around most business related topics, but his real strength lay
in inspiring business owners and encouraging them to take the right actions that will increase their chances of success.
Every presentation he delivers is customised to suit the audience, with a strong lean towards meaningful storytelling
and practical examples. As a man who has led a full life, he draws on many of his experiences to illustrate key learnings.
The following list will provide some guidance on the specific topics Andrew can deliver. Please note that all material
delivered will be extremely current, contemporary and relevant to your audience. You don’t succeed as a professional
speaker for over 25 years without learning how to stay relevant by delivering the right information to the right audience.

1. SOMEONE HAS TO BE THE MOST EXPENSIVE - WHY NOT MAKE IT YOU?
2. WHY THERE’S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME TO COMPLETELY REDEFINE YOUR BUSINESS.
3. 7 STRATEGIES TO GUIDE YOUR BUSINESS IN THE NEW WORLD WE FIND OURSELVES IN.
4. IT’S TIME TO REDEFINE THE MEANING OF “VALUE”.
5. WHEN IT COMES TO MARKETING IT’S TIME TO GO OLD SCHOOL.
6. MAKING THE VITAL MOVE FROM TRANSACTIONS TO EXPERIENCES.
7. THE STORIES WE NEED TO TELL AND HOW WE NEED TO TELL THEM.
8. THE BUSINESS TRENDS FROM AROUND THE WORLD THAT WE NEED TO EMBRACE.
9. IF YOU WANT TO BUILD A BETTER BUSINESS, BECOME A BETTER PERSON.
10. THE NEXT 10 YEARS IN SMALL BUSINESS - WHAT WE NEED TO KNOW AND WHAT WE NEED TO DO.
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THE IMPACT OF COVID
ON BUSINESS IN 2022

A POWERFUL 2022 KEYNOTE FOR ALL BUSINESS AUDIENCES
Even though we’ve all had enough of COVID and its impact on our daily lives as much as on our businesses, we need to have
solid and well founded strategies to ensure we make the most of the opportunities that are emerging as much as having
strategies to manage the lingering and ongoing effects of this extraordinary global issue.
Andrew has developed a keynote for this specific purpose - KEY STRATEGIES FOR DOING BUSINESS IN ANOTHER CRAZY
YEAR. This can be delivered to both a small business audience or a large corporate organisation. Andrew will share the
seven strategies that he believes address both the issues and the opportunities on hand in the year ahead.
This keynote is designed to be realistic, but also aspirational. Audiences don’t want to look backwards, the mood is to
be forward focused, refreshed and energised. That’s exactly what Andrew will deliver with his 7 strategies, summarised
in the framework below. As always, Andrew’s presentation is full of relevant stories, practical examples and very specific
“do now” actions. This keynote presentation can also be delivered in a half day and full day workshop. delivered will be
extremely current, contemporary and relevant to your audience. You don’t succeed as a professional speaker for almost
over 25 years with learning how to stay relevant.
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SOME OF THE 500
ORGANISATIONS I HAVE
HAD THE PLEASURE
OF WORKING WITH
IN RECENT YEARS
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ONE TESTIMONIAL SAYS IT ALL

“In the last 10 years I have run over 1500 events across the globe. Andrew is, without doubt, one of
the best presenters I have ever worked with. I pitched Andrew on a roadshow of events for Newable,
the Department of International Trade UK and the Enterprise Europe Network.
British audiences are far less interactive and very different to Australian audiences. Yet Andrew has this
extraordinary ability to win a room within the first few minutes on stage, with his real life experience and
business knowledge, which he shares so powerfully with his masterful storytelling.
That particular roadshow consisted of a 14 event series, including a story telling keynote at a diversity
conference for 500 women entrepreneurs, a full day content marketing workshop for my event team of
16, a 2 day presenter training workshop for 7 0 hard-nosed International Trade Advisers and 11 one day
workshops on branding for international sales, conducted throughout England.
Each event had a different format, location, content and audience but the one thing that was consistent
throughout the roadshow of events was Andrew’s ability to connect with each and every audience, to
inspire, motivate and educate. No mean feat in light of the challenging times being faced with business
uncertainty around Brexit.
The audience net promoter average across Andrew’s events was 9.7/10 – it was the highest of any
presenter we had ever had. A truly extraordinary result from a truly extraordinary speaker.”

Luke Renehan
Head of Marketing and Events, Newable
www.newable.co.uk
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ANDREW IS REGULARLY FEATURED IN THE MEDIA GLOBALLY
YOUR AUDIENCE NEEDS A CREDIBLE SPEAKER
When it comes to credibility Andrew’s experience shines through - as well as being a successful entrepreneur, having written
14 books for major national and International publishers and speaking at over 750 events around the world, he continues
to have a growing media presence. Andrew has been interviewed hundreds of times for radio, television, newspapers,
podcasts and many other online platforms.
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would you like to work with me?
Now, if you are convinced that I am the person to present to your
audience – fantastic. I will do everything I can to make your next event
a huge success. To confirm my speakers fee and to make a booking, you
can either contact me directly or book through your preferred speaking
bureau (the price will be the same).

ag@andrewgriffiths.com.au • 0409 264 293 • www.andrewgriffiths.com.au

